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Stop struggling with ERP integration

As organizations modernize their ERPs they 
expose major gaps in their existing integration 
capabilities. OpenText and IDG surveyed 
organizations to find out more about today’s ERP 
landscape.

The ERP landscape in organizations is complex
Many organizations leverage multiple cloud and 
non-cloud ERP deployments, adding ERP support 
and management complexity. 
78% On-premises
63% Public cloud
45% Private cloud

ERP deployment models leveraged by 
respondents 
ERP systems used by respondents
53% Oracle
49% Microsoft
39% SAP
27% Sage
23% OracleNetSuite
21% Infor
20% Workday
8% Epicor

Diversity in ERP integration
ERP is critical for supporting modern business 
processes,  but it often needs to be integrated 
with other business systems. 
79% of organizations consider integration a 
critical priority
Systems most commonly integrated with the ERP 
Customer Relationship Management 68%
Human Resources 66%
Trading Partners 66%
IT Service Management 62%
Supply Chain Management 57%
Warehouse Management 54%
E-Commerce 53%
Transportation Management 53%
Financial/Accounting 43%
Banks 21%

On average, 44% of ERP transactional data 
comes from outside the organization
The result? ERP integration is a major challenge
Organizations report challenges in both 
integration project delivery as well as managing 
and maintaining their existing integrations. 
86% of organizations have experienced delays in 
rolling out ERP integration projects
63% Our business has experienced a loss of ERP 
connectivity due to integration issues
35% Integration issues have never impacted ERP 
connectivity at our organization
2% Don’t know

Expertise is key to success 
The biggest challenge that organizations have is 
lack of expertise, closely followed by competing 
priorities. The skills gap ranges from expertise in 
the latest integration technologies to ERP system 
expertise and organizational capabilities. 
Leading causes of ERP integration delays
Lack of integration expertise 48%
Competing priority of other projects 47%
Lack of program management skills 43%
Timely delivery of all projects 14%

Four dimensions of the ERP integration skills gap 
Skills around modern integration technology
Skills around ERP technology
Ability to hire, train & retain experts
Ability to adjust to changes in the market
…as is defining projects based on clear goals
Based on ERP modernization plans reported by 
organizations, diversity – and complexity – of the 
ERP landscape is likely to persist into the near 
future
56% We plan to move an on-premises ERP 
solution  to the cloud
54% We plan to update  an on-premises  ERP 
solution
31%We recently updated a cloud ERP solution
20% We plan to update a cloud ERP solution

16% We recently updated an on-premises ERP 
solution
16% We plan to consolidate multiple ERP 
providers onto a single ERP provider

5% We plan to consolidate multiple ERP instances 
onto a single instance
0% We have no plans to modernize our ERP
Take a closer look in the ERP modernization white 
paper 

Get the report

Source: IDG Market Pulse Survey: “ERP Modernization and Growing Data Challenges Drive 91% of Enterprises to Modernize Integration 
Solutions”
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